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Session 1 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

1. The Genesis of Yokohama’s Strategic Planning Environment: Reflecting on the Contribution of Akira Tamura and His Work
   Kenji Asakawa
   The status and use of soft law in municipalities’ management of urban development: restructuring the logical framework of administrative guidance on impact fees for housing development in 1970s Japan
   Chihiro Tamura
   PROFILE OF AKIRA TAMURA—Yokohama City Planner
   Toshio Taguchi
   THE ADOPTION AND ABOLITION OF THE LOCAL DEVELOPMENT EXACTION SYSTEM BY THE CITY OF YOKOHAMA
   Atsuhiro Aoki
   A study of unorthodox town making by Akira Tamura: the transmission of Tamura’s vision to younger generations

Session 2 (2:00PM-3:45PM)

   Ellen Shoshkes
   Where East meets West in Maki’s Concept of Collective Form and Urban Design
   Koon Wee
   Fumihiko Maki and the Asian Planning and Architectural Collaboration (APAC)
   Eric Mumford
   Josep Lluís Sert, Fumihiko Maki, and Urban Design
   Nobuharu Suzuki
   Metabolism architects and urban planning and design in Yokohama

Session 3 (4:00PM-5:45PM)

3. Rethinking the Recovery and Resettlement After Disasters
   Elizabeth Maly, Tamiyo Kondo, Michiko Banba and Kanako Iuchi
   The Role of Residential Buyouts in Post-Disaster Housing Recovery Support: A Comparison of Recent Cases from Japan and the United States
Taro Ichiko
Outcomes of community-based relocating recovery as regards to recovery planning theory from post-disaster recovery to pre-disaster planning - Lessons from Miyagi seashore village -

Izumi Kuroishi
Sense of dwelling in disaster relocation: social housings and community organizations after the earthquake in 2011 Japan

Aya Kubota
Characteristics of Institutions of Spatial Planning for Recovery after 3.11

Sayu Yamaguchi and Satoko Shinohara
Intentions and transition of inhabitants in Fukushima

---

**Room 4**

Session 1 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

4. Machizukuri and Participatory Planning

Cinco Hsinko Yu
Re-generating vitality by participation? - A theoretical analysis on participation and vitality in urban regeneration process

Keiichi Kobayashi
The Four 'I's as Key Concepts in a Re-examination of "Machizukuri" as an Intrinsically Vital Element in Urban Planning for the Post-Urbanization Period - A Methodological Consideration of the Concept of “Machizukuri”

Huriye Gürdallı
The Inclusive Planning Strategy of Divided Nicosia through Home for Cooperation: A Building bridging People for Peace-Building

---

Session 2 (2:00PM-3:45PM)

5. Public Parks in East Asia

Johnathan Farris
Contingency and Opportunity: The First Century of Hong Kong’s Public Parks

Tianjie Zhang and Kailai Wang
Planning a National Park in Lower Yangtze Delta, China -- Taking the 1929 Taihu National Park Plan by Mr. Chen Zhi as a Case

Yoko Mizuma
The Public Park in Japan: a hybrid landscape form – The contribution of the French school of landscape, in the case of the Yamashita park-

---

Session 3 (4:00PM-5:45PM)

6. Rethinking of Japan's Oversea Concession
Naoto Nakajima
What did Eiyo Ishikawa look at in Chinese and Korean cities under Japanese rule and occupation in the 1930s?

Yasushi Goto
Comparative Study about the City Planning Systems in Taiwan (for the Years 1895–1945) and Korea (for the Years 1912–1945) under Japanese Rule

Masaya Sammonji
Yukaku (red-light district) and city planning in Japanese colonial cities in Taiwan, 1895-1945

Yuan Sun, Qiang Ma, Xujia Li, Zesong Wei, Yisen Gong and Zheng Wang
Japanese Emperor's Visualization Facility — The Construction of Yamato Park in Tianjin former Japanese Concession

**Room 6**

Session 1 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

7. **Planning Community without Planners**
Panel Co-Sponsored by the Global Urban History Project

Guangzhi Huang
Astute Planners: How Urban Villagers in Guangzhou Converted Their Neighborhood into an African Market

Mohd Aquil
Indigenous Civics: Indigenous Elites and the shaping of Allahabad city in colonial India

Heide Imai
Urban Ordinaries - Vernacular Landscapes as Places of Diversity, Difference and Displacement

Li Hou, Guanning Zhao, Jihuan Li, Xin Kai, Xufeng Qiu and Kaiping Zhang
The Paradox of Community Planning in Shanghai Quyang New Village: providing better service space in a formally micro-rayon in three decades

Session 2 (2:00PM-3:45PM)

8. **The Global Petroleumscape in East Asia (East Asian Petroleumscape (Part 1))**
Panel Co-Sponsored by the Global Urban History Project

Ben De Vries
THE BATTLE FOR OIL IN THE DUTCH EAST INDIES Plaju, the pearl in the crown of the Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij in the turmoil of the 1940s

Li Hou
Production First, Livelihood Second: the Life and Death of Worker-Peasant Villages in a Chinese Oil Field

Penglin Zhu
The Daqing Oil Cluster: From petroleum hub to sustainable future

Session 3 (4:00PM-5:45PM)
9. At the crossroads of oil flows and international planning exchanges (East Asian Petroleumscapes (Part 2))
Panel Co-Sponsored by the Global Urban History Project
   Stephen Ramos
       Oil’s Quiet on the Western Front: Planning the Persian Corridor
   Carola Hein
       The Global Petroleumscapes, Spatial and Represented: A Tool for Understanding Planning Practice
   Rezvan Sarkhosh
       Shaping Ahvaz' transnational oil modernity; at the crossroads of oil flows and international planning exchanges
   Mohamad Sedighi and Elmira Jafari
       Localizing Transnational Architectural and Urban Ideas in Iran’s Oil boom Era

Room 7

Session 1 (11:15AM-1:00PM)
10. Planning Modern Shanghai and Tianjin
    Gao Xi
       The Urban Change in Modern Shanghai Descrip by Maps, 1840s-1930s
    Richard Hu
       Planning Greater Shanghai: 1927—2017
    James Weirick
       The Griffin Plan for Shanghai, 1904-1906
    Yichen Liu
       Why not Bund, but Victoria Road; Water level – the landscape of concessions in Tianjin (Tientsin)

Session 2 (2:00PM-3:45PM)
11. Between Empires and Nations: Urban Change in Twentieth Century China and Taiwan
Panel Co-Sponsored by the Global Urban History Project
    Toby Lincoln
       Postwar Urban Reconstruction in China, 1938 - 1958
    Koji Hirata
       Building a Socialist Industrial City: Factory, City, and Countryside in Mao's China
    Liza Wing Man Kam
       From Shinto Shrines to Martyr Temples and others: ‘Religious’ Space, Rituals and their shifting political Symbolism as Enunciation of Power(s) in Taiwan since the Post-war Era

Session 3 (4:00PM-5:45PM)
12. Planning History in Modern China
Yi-Qun Zhang
Kaiyi Zhu
Dilemma Between Density and Living Quality: The Urban Planning History of Sinan Road District Before and After 1949
Tianjie Zhang and Yuqi Zhang
An Investigation on the External Passage Development and Spatial Structure Transformation of Modern Kunming from a Southeast Asian Perspective, 1885-1945
Diego Caro
McPublic Spaces: McDonald’s appropriation of the everyday place in Hong Kong

Room 9

Session 1 (11:15AM-1:00PM)
13. Foreign Influence in Planning
Maciej Motak
Reception of the Città Ideale. The cultural impact of the Italian Renaissance on town planning in Poland
Lu Zhang, Tianjie Zhang and Krishna Chinasamy
Exporting Development Zone Planning from China to Africa: Taking JinFei Development Zone in Mauritius as a Case
Milena Vukmirovic and Corinne Jaquand
FRENCH INFLUENCES ON BELGRADE URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Dinh The Anh, Li Baihao, Ren Xiaogeng
A Historical Review of Foreign Ideology in Planning Practice in Vietnam

Session 2 (2:00PM-3:45PM)
14. Taking possession of the history: reconstructions, allusions and simulacra for urban revival / Round Table
Aleksey Krasheninnikov(chair) and Andreas Butter(chair)

Session 3 (4:00PM-5:45PM)
15. Westernization in East Asia
Yanjuan Han and Yue Pang
Guangzhou as Livable City: Its Origin, Inheritance, and Development——from the Thirteen-hong to Its Ecological Status Quo
Alex Ka Lok Cheung
Developing New Kowloon into a Modern Suburb: Emergence of Modern Town Planning in Hong Kong (1898-1941)
Domenica Bona
The case of Nanjing. The growth and westernization of the city from the First Opium War to the Nanjing Decade

Yu-Tzu Lin

Urban governance, planning culture and colonial history in East Asia Cities (EAC)
Session 1 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

16. **History of Urban Conservation**
   
   **Jiewon Song**
   
   
   **John Pendlebury and John Gold**
   
   “The spirit of living continuity”? Revisiting the vision, methodologies and influence of the English Studies in Conservation (1968)
   
   **Nuran Zeren Gulersoy**
   
   A Voyage from “A Future for Our Past” to “Our Heritage: Where the Past Meets the Future”
   
   **Gabriela Lee Alardin and Gabriela Estrada Díaz**
   
   Heritage and urban sustainability in the context of prescriptive planning. Challenges for integrating territorial policies in Mexican cities.

Session 2 (2:00PM-3:45PM)

17. **Living Heritage and Local Community**
   
   **Yiran Xu**
   
   Living Heritage Conservation: from commodity-oriented renewal to culture-oriented and people-centred revival
   
   **Daisuke Abe**
   
   Between Vulnerability and Living Livelihood Culture: Reassessing small alleys as urban heritage
   
   **Ingrid Ambrogi, Nádia Somekh and José Geraldo Simões Jr.**
   
   Global planning and local heritage in São Paulo: Multiple views on the Bexiga neighborhood, São Paulo, Brazil.
   
   **Takahiro Miyashita**
   
   What kind of future has been drawn through movements for urban design by proprietors in Ginza, Tokyo from pre-war to post-war?

Session 3 (4:00PM-5:45PM)

18. **Transportation (Railway)**
   
   **Zhang Bocheng, Zhao Zhiqing and Wang Qinglian**
Study on the Spatial Planning of the Secondary Station – Located Areas along Chinese Eastern Railway
Bo Jiang, Qi Peng Mu and Yanyu Cui

From the Port to the Inland —— Jiaoji Railway and Urban Development and Spatial evolution of Modern Cities in Shandong
Muhammad Imran

History matters in making Lahore sustainable
Selin Çavdar Sert, Funda Baş Bütüner and Ela Alanyalı Aral

ANKARA COMMUTER LINE AS THE PRODUCT AND WITNESS OF MODERN PLANNING EXPERIENCE IN TURKEY

Large Meeting Room

Session 1 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

19. Planning History of Harbor Cities

Hao Jiang and Li Hou
Institutional changes and the Shifting Power Network: Planning Wusong Port from 1898 to 1999

Rui Ma
The Land Reclamation Along the Hai-Ho River and the Birth of Modern Tianjin (1897-1937)

Sevin Yildiz
Reimagining the Metropolitan Harbors of the 1960s Through Sub-Center Creation: The Case of New York City and the New Jersey Meadows

Fabiana Izaga and Amanda Silveira
HISTORICAL WATERFRONT OF RIO DE JANEIRO: cartography of landfills and new rehabilitation perspectives of the port area

Session 2 (2:00PM-3:45PM)

20. The Anglo Imperial City

Joseph Hartman
Neoclassicism, Nationalism, and the Limits of the American Imperium in Havana, San Juan, and Manila

Ian Morley
Tayabas: The First Filipino City Beautiful Plan

Christine Ellem
Canberra: An Antipodean America

Session 3 (4:00PM-5:45PM)


Michael Hebbert
Sir Christopher Wren’s Iconic London Plan

Allam Alkazei and Kosuke Matsubara
The Role of Post-war Reconstruction Planning in Hiroshima’s Image-shift to a Peace Memorial City
Norioki Ishimaru
Studies on the Relation to plan-making of Conception of Hiroshima Peace City Construction Plan after the winning of Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park Competition by Kenzo Tange
Seher Erbey and Zekiye Yenen
Contribution of the Planning Heritage in Anatolia for a Sustainable Future

Small Meeting Room

Session 1 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

22. Comparison of Urban Form Between Asian Cities
Yan Wang, Xiangpin Zhou and Teng Zhou
A Comparative Study on the Construction Mechanism of Urban Public Space in Modern Shanghai and Yokohama
Xiangpin Zhou, Yan Wang and Teng Zhou
A Research on the Modern Urban Public Space of Western in East Asia
Xiaofei Chen
Wall and Floor oriented Areal Spatial Conception and the Formation of Supergrid and Superblock Structure in Chinese and Japanese Planning
Tomoko Matsushita and Aya Kubota
Comparative study of planning history, spatial development and sociological significance of the back alley in Yangon and Singapore

Session 2 (2:00PM-3:45PM)

23. Examining the scope of industrial-oriented global planning history from Asian perspective
Shigeo Nakano
The application of city planning theory to industrial development in Japan – Another introduction process of garden city theory and neighborhood theory –
Junne Kikata and Ken Nakae
JAPANESE STUDENTS’ STUDIES AT THE ÉCOLE CENTRALE DES ARTS ET MANUFACTURES IN PARIS IN THE 1870S AND ITS IMPACT ON URBAN PLANNING
Jie He and Jing Liu
Spatial-temporal evolution of modern urban industry in China from 1840 to 1949

Session 3 (4:00PM-5:45PM)

24. Heritage and Urban Regeneration
Hiroyoshi Sano
Why has the polluted canal been conserved?: The planning history of Fugan Unga in Toyama, Japan
Vidhu Gandhi
GREYFIELD DEVELOPMENTS: DISSONANT ASSEMBLAGE OF HERITAGE IN THE CITY
Loes Veldpaus and John Pendlebury
“‘I’m a fan of the Ouseburn, you know”: The History of Heritage-led Regeneration in the Ouseburn Valley, Newcastle upon Tyne

Christine Garnaut
A Vision for Arts Led Urban Renewal in Adelaide and the City West Campus of the University of South Australia
Session 4 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

25. Adaptation and Resiliency of Socialist Planning in Transitional Economies: China, Hungary, Poland, and Russia

Panel Co-Sponsored by the Global Urban History Project

Daniel Kiss
The ‘socialist post-socialist’: Urban planning in Hungary during the first two decades following its 1989 regime change

Piotr Bujas, Alicja Gzowska, Łukasz Stanek and Li Hou
Planning Transition Beyond Socialism: From Poland to China and Back

Zhendong Luo and Biyao Zhu
Local Adjustment with Path-dependence: the Governance Structure Shift and Spatial Responding in Chinese Third-front City since 1980s

Fedor Kudryavtsev and Li Hou

Session 5 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

26. Critical Junctures of Institutional Transformation: Developing theory and cases in planning history

Nannan Xu
Is the land finance system a fiscal expediency? Tracing the process China establishes the underlying institution for contemporary city planning

Felipe Francisco De Souza
Land Readjustment in Denpasar, Indonesia: Critical Junctures, Effects on Land Governance and the Spatial Distribution of Land Prices

Azhar Tyabji
How does urban legislative reform shape planning education and practice? The Institutional Agency of the 74th Amendment to the Indian Constitution.

Andre Sorensen
Forks in the road: Theory and method of critical juncture analysis in planning history

Session 6 (2:45PM-4:30PM)

27. The Routledge Handbook of Planning History / Round Table
Session 4 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

28. Colonial Planning in Asian Cities

Claudia Isabelle Montero
History, Development and Hereafter: Planning Legacies Within the Walled City, Manila

Regina Campinho
Portuguese Colonial Momentum and Political Inertia: the Macao Inner Harbour Improvement Project Deadlock (1884-1919)

Nadine Hindi
Urban forms at intersection of Imperialism and Colonialism: a perspective on Beirut

Nurul Azlan
From Colonial to Neoliberal: Urban planning in postcolonial Malaysia

Session 5 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

29. Transnational Planners and Engineers

Kazumasa Iwamoto and Carola Hein
Cross-Cultural Engineering: The Role of Dutch Civil Engineering in Modern Port Planning in Japan (1870s-1890s)

Angelo Bertoni
From the local experiences to the international scene: the birth of transnational urban planning expertise (Brazil and France, early XX century)

Clement Orillard
From Paris to the world: the international practice of the Institut d’aménagement et d’urbanisme de la region parisienne/region d’Ile de France from the 1960s to the 1980s

Hideo Tomita
The Construction of Socialist City by East German Engineers in the Late-1950s Postwar Reconstruction of Hamhung

Session 6 (2:45PM-4:30PM)

30. Zoning, Regulation and Guideline

Cequyna Moore
Port of Resistance: The Role of Activism in Shaping Zoning Ordinances at the John F. Kennedy International Airport

Yun Shen and Li Hou
The Chinesenization of American Zoning in the 1980s: From Shanghai Hongqiao Experiment to Wenzhou Old Town Renewal

Seunghan Paek
Sensing the Global: A Comparative Study of the Guidelines of Urban Design in Hong Kong and Seoul
Luiz Carvalho Filho
Urban planning codes and urban form, a review of the Brazilian case.

Room 3

Session 4 (9:15AM-11:00AM)
31. Sustainable Urbanism and Environmental Planning
Christopher Silver
Greening the Megacity: A Critical/Historical Appraisal of Jakarta's Planning for Sustainability
Yu-Tzu Lin and Chih-Yu Lee
Mitigating urban heat island effect in built environment by integrating spatial planning measures: A study in Taoyuan
Michael Howes and Aysin Dedekorkut-Howes
A Brief History of Planning for Climate Change Adaptation on the Gold Coast, Australia

Session 5 (11:15AM-1:00PM)
32. Landscape Design and Nature Conservation
Andrew Saniga
Landscape architects in the expansion era for Australian universities 1958-1978: The work of Bruce Mackenzie and Associates
Jie He, Meng Yuan and Wei Lei Water
Landscape Changes and Place Perception in University Campus History: A Spatial Humanities Perspective
Fei Wang, Bai Hao Li and Qijun Jiang
Study on the Protection of Village Cultural Space in the Attractive landscape Area of Liupan Mountain, China
Balin Koyunoglu and Nuran Zeren Gulersoy
NATURAL CONSERVATION PLANING APPROACH IN THE URBAN EPOCH

Session 6 (2:45PM-4:30PM)
33. Water and City
Lu Guo
Interaction between Water and City: Historical Legacy and Transformation of The City of Ji'ning
Yan Wang, Wei Wu and Luuk Boelens
The construction and application of the theoretical framework in the interactive study of “water and city” -- Taking Suzhou City as a case study
Yoshifumi Demura
The Modern Regional Development around Japanese Local City according to Flexible Comprehensive Planning – from the Kiso River Improvement to City Planning of Gifu
Fernando Pérez-Oyarzun

The river and the park: infrastructure in urban planning. Santiago de Chile at the beginning of the 20th century.

**Room 4**

**Session 4 (9:15AM-11:00AM)**

34. **Transformation and Management of Urban Communities**

Megumi Hamada, Naoto Nakajima and Yukio Nishimura

The Characteristics and Changes in Residential-Industrial Mixed Buildings in the Taito Leather Industrial District in Tokyo

Kumi Eguchi and Shota Tokunaga

Study on the Comparative Analysis on the Process of Consensus-Making in Area Councils in France

Kaiyi Zhu

Transformation of Urban Communities from Within: Inhabitants’ Role in Urban Planning of Shanghai After 1998

Nicola Pullan

Temporary dwellings as successful informal suburban development: the case of Sydney 1945 to 1960

**Session 5 (11:15AM-1:00PM)**

35. **Policy, Politics and Planning**

Kwanghyun Park

Plan of Seoul Olympic games facilities and the execution of the plans of green area and road network of Seoul city planning

Min Jiang

Mega-events and city development: a brief retrospect of Chongqing’s planning history since 1949

Domenica Bona

Designing the Chinese modern capitals in correspondence of political chances. A comparative analysis of planning proposals for the post-Imperial capitals of Nanjing and Beijing

James De Mott

Rethinking Southern Africa’s Purpose-Built Cities: Instruments for National Identity Formation

**Session 6 (2:45PM-4:30PM)**

36. **Planning Heritage and Community**

Takehito Tsutsumi

Possibility of Planning History as a Local Heritage in Mature Small Local City: Case of Ishikari City, Japan

Qiuyin Xu, Tianjie Zhang and Yuwei Zhang

An Investigation on China’s NGOs in Urban Heritage Preservation: Taking the Grassroots NGO of Tianjin Memory as a Case

Ilji Cheong
Conservation of Memory Heritage through the artwork “Sea Present” painted by Shigeru AOKI
Chao Chen and Yunying Ren

Mapping and placemaking from the perspective of cultural field: the three historic sites of the western Han dynasty in Hanzhong

Room 6

Session 4 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

37. The Global History of Urban Renewal
Panel Co-Sponsored by the Global Urban History Project

Dorothy Tang
Thousand-Hectare Metropolitan Playground: Visions for Johannesburg’s Gold Mining Belt

Meng-Tsun Su
Imagining a Meshwork of Urban Nature – Lawrence Halprin and Panhandle Parkway in the San Francisco

Jiewon Song
Contesting Urban Authenticity on a Global Scale: Heritage, Regeneration and Redevelopment in Singapore and Tokyo

Yeung Yeung Fok
Remaking Hong Kong Heritage and Identity: Post-Colonial Urban Renewal Planning and Heritage Policy Agenda

Session 5 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

38. Historicizing the Global City
Panel Co-Sponsored by the Global Urban History Project

Beate Loeffler
How to create a global city? Tokyo’s modern development (1860-1930) as a possible case of reference.

Guadalupe Garcia
An Early Modern Caribbean: Havana

Akihiro Kashima
A Perspective of “Diversity Creation” and “Expandability”: Another Interpretation on Spanish Colonial Town Planning

Session 6 (2:45PM-4:30PM)

39. Global Cities, Urban Space, Ethnic Mobility and Intercultural Integration
Panel Co-Sponsored by the Global Urban History Project

Weifang Lu
Social Housing and the Emerging of Greater London: the case of Becontree Estate

Weiliang Zhang
The Chinese people were imagined in the eighteenth century London: on the study of Oliver Goldsmith’s “Citizen of the World or letters from a Chinese philosopher, residing in London, to his friends in the east”
Ming Zhu

Milan-Madrid-Mexico: Global Urban network and cities in Spanish Empire

**Room 7**

Session 4 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

40. Discussing the Teaching and Design of Planning History Courses / Round Table
   
   Ian Morley (Chair), Carola Hein (Chair), Chris Silver, Renato Leao Rego, Richard Hu, and Mo Sedighi

Session 5 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

41. History of Regional Planning
   
   Aysin Dedekorkut-Howes and Michael Howes
   
   A History of Regional Planning in Queensland, Australia: From Voluntary Collaboration to Statutory Planning
   
   S. Güven Bilsel and F. Cana Bilsel
   
   Greater Istanbul Metropolitan Area Planning Experience (1965-1980): Approaches, Models and Strategies
   
   Carlton Basmajian
   
   Warren Manning and the origins of environmental planning in the United States
   
   Zhao Li and Baihao Li
   
   Chiang Ching-kuo and the Regional Planning of Kanhsien, Kiangsi Under the Influence of Soviet Model (1941-1948) —— The Planning Practice of Socialist Ideological Trend in Modern China

Session 6 (2:45PM-4:30PM)

42. unscheduled

**Room 9**

Session 4 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

43. Garden City and Modern City Planning Movement
   
   Matthew Wilson
   
   A Republic of Garden City-states on Which the Sun Never Sets: Auguste Comte and Richard Congreve’s Urban-regional Vision for the British Empire
   
   Cecilia Chu
   
   Gailiang Dushi: The Garden City, Urban Improvement, and Visions of Modernization in Early 20th Century China
   
   Tomoko Kuroda
A Comparative Study of Two Hotels from the Perspective of “Altruism” – Development Plans of the Koshien Area in the 1920’s

Macarena Ibarra Alonso

Chilean pioneers and the crystallization of “urbanismo”. Records in journals and professional bulletins (1872-1929)

Session 5 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

44. Superblock and Neighbourhood Unit

Carmen Díez Medina, Javier Monclús Isabel Ezquerra and Sergio García-Pérez

Superblocks, neighbourhood units and residential islands as fragments of the collage city. Housing estates in Italy and Spain in the 1960s

Renato Rego

Neighbourhood unit in Brazilian new towns: foreign idea and local urban life.

Lawrence Vale and Laura Wainer

The Global Migration of Modernist Affordable Housing: Repeated Architectural Mistakes or Resilient Urban Transformation?

Ross Wissing, David Jones and Anna Klas

Can physical neighbourhoods be sustainable? The influence of the designed physical environment and personality traits on the ability of residents in Geelong Australia to sustainably meet their basic human needs.

Session 6 (2:45PM-4:30PM)

45. New Town

Shin Nakajima

Transition of Planning Concept in Tsukuba Science City

Zhongjie Lin

Re-inventing Copycat Cities: Shanghai’s “One City and Nine Towns” Revisited

Tanu Sankalia

Narratives of Sustainability in Treasure Island’s Planning History, 1993-2011

Domenica Bona

Interpreting the contemporary Chinese planning history from the “new towns” perspective. The case studies of Pujiang and Kilamba
Session 4 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

46. Planning Practice Between the Late 19th Century and the Early 20th Century

Michael Locher
Learning from Berlin: How to create a dense urban area

Li Ji

Tianjie Zhang and Rui Guan
Negotiations between Progress, Privilege and Tradition: Building Riverfront Avenue and Dragon King (longwang) Park in Hankou, China, 1929-1937

Noemi Mafrici
The conceiving of a New Street and its building practices in Regency London.

Session 5 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

47. Post World War II Planning

Mika Mäkelä
Urban renewal in Finland: case of the workers district Kallio

Cristina Renzoni
Mass-schooling in post-war Italy: a spatial issue. Two case studies from Turin and Venice metropolitan areas (1960s-70s)

Robert Fairbanks
Creating Cities in the Post World War II American Southwest: The Arlington, Texas and Mesa, Arizona Experiences.

Robert Freestone and Nicola Pullan
Evolution of spatial planning strategies at Australian university campuses 1949-2017

Session 6 (2:45PM-4:30PM)

48. Disaster and Resiliency

Tomoyuki Mashiko, Monia Guarino, Gianfranco Franz and Shigeru Satoh
Collaborative Planning Approach for Post-Disaster Reconstruction in Italy: Focus on community engagement of four quaked towns in Emilia Romagna Region
Motoki Fujisaki, Joseph Thomas Rayes and Saikaku Toyokawa
A study on the slum clearance redevelopment project and the community design project for disaster in Koto-delta

Kentaro Okamura
The Influence that the Legacy of Urban Planning Gave to Current Sanriku Coastal Villages

Keisuke Sugano
A study about formation of community base outside administrative district in Fukushima after Nuclear Disaster

**Large Meeting Room**

Session 4 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

49. **Housing Policy, Studies and Design**

Li Li
American Public Housing Studies in China: Retrospect and Prospect

Soe Won Hwang and Hyo Jin Kim
Intensifying Gated Exclusiveness of Apartment Complex Boundary Design in Seoul, Korea

Sarah Franca and Vera Rezende
From the National Housing Bank to the Program Minha Casa Minha Vida: reproducing old obstacles in the Housing Policy in Aracaju-SE, Brazil

Kosei Hatsuda
The Establishment of Housing Loan Corporation (1950) and GHQ (General Headquarters of the Allied Forces)’s involvement -Japan’s housing policy shift during occupation era-

Session 5 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

50. **Housing Typologies**

Liran Chen
Transplanting Hong Kong High-rise Housing During the Time of Transition: Wanglongmen Residential Quarter, Chongqing, 1982-1992

José Luis Sáinz Guerra
The Special Interior Reform Plans: An instrument to improve the working class housing estates in Spain during the first years of the current democracy. The case of Valladolid.

Soe Won Hwang
Housing Development Methods as Generator of Forming and Transforming Seoul into an ‘Apartment Complex City’: 1960s-present

Session 6 (2:45PM-4:30PM)

51. **European Planning Culture**

Stefanie Dühr
European planning traditions of visualising revisited
The 18th International Planning History Society Conference - Yokohama, July 2018

Olga Maximova
The Landscape: comparison between Italy and Russia. The general values for legislative and planning instrumentation.

María Cristina García-González and Salvador Guerrero
Spain in the International Urban Networks around the First World War.

Corinne Jaquand

Small Meeting Room

Session 4 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

52. Open Spaces in Changing Cities
Kuniomi Hirano and Makoto Yokohari
Historical Processes of Urban Form and Land Use Change at the Shwedagon Pagoda’s Surrounding Area in Yangon, Myanmar

Kenjiro Matsuura
A Study on the Changes of "Kaishochi" Before and After the Implementation of the Land Readjustment Project of Nagoya City, Japanese Castle town.

Evangeline Linkous
Skateparks, Cultural Memory, and Redevelopment

Zhang Peng and Dong Wei
Street Art as a Way to Enhance the Vitality of Urban Public Spaces ------Taipei's Experience and Enlightenment

Session 5 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

53. Getting Published / Round Table
David Goldfield (chair), John R. Gold and Margaret Gold

Session 6 (2:45PM-4:30PM)

54. What Is Happening in Contemporary Cities?
Magokoro Yoshihira
Social Inclusion or Gentrification towards Tokyo 2020; in the case of Sanya, a poor district in Tokyo

Aeijung Song, Hyunjin An, Hyeonlyoung Park and Meeyoung Kim
A Chronicle of Law and Policy related Urban Regeneration in Korea

Mireille Tchapi
Nature of the city, nature within city: a few perspectives on the forms of nature.

Swati Ramanathan and Vidhu Gandhi
Balancing Environment, Economy and Equity: planning initiatives in three cities in Brazil, Mongolia and India
July 18, 2018
Yokohama Port Opening Hall

Lecture Hall

Session 7 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

55. The Japanese 1919 City Planning Act System in the World History of Planning

Shun-Ichi J. Watanabe
The Japanese 1919 City Planning Act System in the World History of Planning: An Overview and Some Hypothetical Propositions

Carola Hein
Translating the Idioms of Japanese Planning: The City Planning Act of 1919 as seen from a European and North American perspective

Shulan Fu and Baihao Li
The Formation of Modern Planning Law System in China: Comparing with the Japanese 1919 Act

Andre Sorensen
Reading the City Planning Law 1919 as decisive critical juncture in Japanese City Planning: Conceptual and methodological considerations

Session 8 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

56. Urbanization and Planning Heritage

Merve Özbay Kınacı and Nuran Zeren Gülersoy
Evaluation of Urbanization Process of Galata (İstanbul) in the 19th Century Through Huber, Ostoya and Goad Maps

Xiaogeng Ren, Baihao Li and Diwen Shi
"Western Imitation" in modern China's urban planning practice between the Late Qing Dynasty and the Early Republic of China (1860-1927)

Seher Erbey and Zekiye Yenen
Contribution of the Planning Heritage in Anatolia for a Sustainable Future

Marina de Castro Teixeira Maia and Inês Martina Lersch
Heritage value attribution: the case of the Alagadiço Novo Historical Site, Fortaleza, Ceará, Brazil

Session 9 (2:00PM-3:45PM)

57. Western Planning in Asian Treaty Ports

Panel Co-Sponsored by the Global Urban History Project

Hang Lin
Western Modernity Interwoven with Chinese Traditions: Lives and Identities of an Emerging Cosmopolitan Society in Late Nineteenth Century Shanghai

Jessa Dahl

From Entrepot to Treaty Port: Nagasaki’s Networks of Transnational Exchange and the Nineteenth Century Global Order, 1859-1899

Yili Zhao, Kun Song and Yanchen Sun

Historical Analysis of Public Transportation Development in Modern Tianjin

Yanchen Sun, Carola Hein and Kun Song

Planning Modern Cities in China: Regulations of Concessions in Tianjin (1860-1945)

Penglin Zhu and Yin Wu

Adherence and Negotiation: Italian Planning Ideas in the Chinese Port of Tianjin 1902-1943

Room 6

Session 7 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

58. Planning History and Megaevents: Part 1, Planning, Design and Event Spaces

Panel Co-Sponsored by the Global Urban History Project

Jennifer Minner and Martin Abbott

How Urban Spaces Remember: Memory and Transformation at Two Expo Sites

John Gold and Margaret Gold

Pestilence, toxicity and all the fun of the fair: brownfield sites and mega-event spaces

Sergio Fagerlande

Tourism in the slums of Rio de Janeiro: An analysis of the urban impacts in informal areas caused by recent public interventions for the big sports events hosted by the city

Fabiana Izaga, Sérgio Fagerlande and Rachel Coutinho Marques Da Silva

Porous boundaries in Rio de Janeiro’s favelas: Community based initiatives, urban mobility infrastructure, tourism and environmental issues in the urbanization of fringes as a socio-spatial means to reconcile the favela with the city

Session 8 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

59. Planning History and Megaevents: Part 2, Olympic Legacy

Panel Co-Sponsored by the Global Urban History Project

Tomoko Tamari

The Tokyo Olympics 2020 Sport Stadium Controversy: Exploring the Role of Star Architects and Global Brands

Anne-Marie Broudehoux

Extraterritoriality in the Olympic City of Exception: The Case of Rio de Janeiro 2014-2016

Juliet Davis

Obsolescence and Transformability in London’s 2012 Olympic Site
Session 9 (2:00PM-3:45PM)

60. Sites of Exchange: The Confluence of Global Networks and Local Interests in the Planning of Financial Centres

Panel Co-Sponsored by the Global Urban History Project

Raphael Languillon

The use of high rise buildings in financial centers as real estate companies' massive weapons – the case of Mitsubishi Jisho's strategy through times

Uta Leconte


Sben Korsh

Imperial Sediments: Planning the Urban Land Development of Hong Kong’s Exchange Square (1980-84)

Robert Cowherd

Spatial Operations of Finance in 17th century Batavia and Amsterdam

Room 7

Session 7 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

61. Creative Port Cities: Transnational Spatial Practices and Cultural Exchange / Round Table

Stephen Ramos (chair), Dirk Schubert, Michael Kress, Yoshie Ota, Jan Derk Dickema, and James Enos

Session 8 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

62. Surveys and Plans for Japan’s Changing Cities: Kon Wajiro, Nishiyama Uzo and Eika Takayama

Hiroshi Nakabayashi

Uzo Nishiyama's planning methodology based on investigations of common people's lives

Carola Hein

Nishiyama Uzō: Leading Japanese Planner and Theorist

Izumi Kuroishi

Urban Psychological Studies by Kon Wajiro and other architects in the early 20th century Japan

Ryo Nishikawa

Eika Takayama and hot springs in Japan: Urban planning history of tourism destinations

Session 9 (2:00PM-3:45PM)

63. Diverse Planning Cultures and Traditions on the Way to a Flood Resilient City

Nikki Brand and Marcin Dąbrowski

Spatial planning and vulnerability to extreme weather in coastal cities: problem or solution?

Fernande Hooimeijer, Tanhea Kuzniecow Bacchin and Maki Ryu

Understanding the Urban Water Infrastructure as an historically hybrid construction
Yu-Tzu Lin

Rethinking the limited role of spatial planning practice in responding to flood risk: Taipei’s case

Meng Meng, Marcin Dąbrowski, Dominic Stead and Faith Chain

Spatial planning traditions and flood mitigation in Guangzhou: a historical institutionalist perspective

Room 9

Session 7 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

64. Looking Back to Chinese Cities in Old Dynasties
   Yidan Zhang
   An Analysis of the spatial coupling of handicraft workshops in Chinese capitals before Qin and Han dynasties
   Zhao Chunxiao
   New Perspectives on the Planning of Yuan Dadu: The Yuan Measurement System, Residential Space and Nomadic Life
   Lumin Wang, Yuan Pan, Liang Liang, Xiaoge Zhang and Yiming Yuan
   The Status Change of Culture and Education in the Traditional Chinese City Landscape after the Song and Yuan Dynasty
   Chenwei Zheng
   Historical Mapping of the Urban Form and the Spatial Power Distribution in Capital Jiankang in Six Dynasties

Session 8 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

65. Traditional Settlement and Native Planning Wisdom
   Minghao Zhang, Fang Bin Liu and Fangyu Zhang
   Research on the plan forms of traditional villages located in Yangquan city of Shanxi Province in the view of mountain and river
   Yuanyuan Gu and Zhong Xing
   Research on the Form of Clan-Organized Settlements in Southern China: Based on the “Space-Society” Theory
   Yunying Ren and Xiaochen Wu
   From Historical Text to Spatial Logic: the Origin, Succession and Institutionalization of Urban Contextualism in China and its Influence in the East Asia
   Ross Wissing and David Jones
   ‘Country’: The Aboriginal approach to designing and living in urban Australia prior to European colonisation.

Session 9 (2:00PM-3:45PM)

66. Planning Experiences in Modern China
   Richard Hu
The Making of the Pudong CBD, Shanghai: Miracle or Mirage?

Zhiyong Liang

Re-inventing the Socialist Tradition: Changing Meanings and Everyday Spaces of Workers’ New Villages in Post-Reform Shanghai

Zhongjie Lin and Ying Hu

Suzhou Industrial Park: A Case Study of Town Building based on Singapore Model

Bingqian Cheng, Tianjie Zhang and Yingxiang Niu

An Institutional Analysis and Local Implementation Evaluation on Preservation Planning of National Historical Cultural Town in China ——A case study on a reputed Lunar New Year Painting Town Yangliuqing, China
Session 7 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

67. Circulating Knowledge in the Cold War Periphery: The Architecture of Public Housing
   Mohamad Sedighi and Rohan Varma
   Framing a New Discourse on the Notion of Habitat in Transforming Societies
   Gabriel Schwake
   The Americanisation of Israeli Housing Practices
   Elmira Jafari
   Nikolay Erofeev
   Socialist Ways of Development in Mongolia: Modes of Technical Assistance and Knowledge Circulation

Session 8 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

68. Planning Connections through the Iron Curtain: Phases, Themes and Impacts
    Stephen Victor Ward, Rosemary Wakeham and Laura Kolbe
    Planning Connections through the Iron Curtain: Contexts, Phases, Themes and Impacts
    Stephen Victor Ward
    Learning from ‘the planner's paradise’: The 1936 Moscow visit of Sir Ernest Simon’s team and its impact on British planning thought and practice
    Laura Kolbe
    The Finnish-Soviet City Twinning meetings in 1969 and 1971 as a part of new neutrality policy in Europe

Session 9 (2:00PM-3:45PM)

69. Shrinking Planning in the Historical Planning Context / Round Table
    Keiro Hattori (chair), Kiyonobu Kaido, Tomohiko Yoshida and Mihoko Matsuyuki
Large Meeting Room

Session 7 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

70. Formation and Evolution of Cities
    Haoyan Zhang and Zhongjie Lin
    Emergence, Evolution and Mutation: Interpretation of the Orderly Distribution of pre-modern Settlement in the Great Wall zone based on Complex Adaptive System theory
    Dalia Dijokiene and Inesa Alistratovaite-Kurtinaitiene
    Planned and unplanned urban transformations of city center (based on the example of Vilnius city)
    Victor Munoz Sanz
    Planning an Automated Future: Histories of Technology, Sustainability, and Labour in the Port of Rotterdam
    Sanjeev Vidyarthi
    Analyzing ‘Hybridity’ in the Planned Settlements of Global South: A Methodological Approach to Study Contemporary Planning History

Session 8 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

71. Professor Michael Hebbert talks English-language publication for international readership: the challenge and the reward / Round Table
    Sadatsugu Nishiura (chair), Michael Hebbert (chair), Fukuo Akimoto, Keiro Hattori, Kosuke Matsubara, Shulan Fu

Session 9 (2:00PM-3:45PM)

72. The Formation of Planning Historiography Patterns in European and International Writings (19th-20th c.)
    Eliana Perotti
    Introduction to the Session – On the Track of Global Historiographical Narration
    MaríA A. Castrillo-Romón
    The emergence of historiography in early Spanish writings on urban planning (1850-1930)
    Susanna Weddige
    Artistic Approach and Historiography Patterns in Early German-language Town Planning Literature
    Helene Bihlmaier
    Historiographical Patterns in Early Anglophone Town Planning Literature

Small Meeting Room

Session 7 (9:15AM-11:00AM)

73. Immigrants, Settlements and Informal Urbanism
Lynne Horiuchi
Negotiating Empires: Japanese American Settlement and the Japan Pavilion at the Golden Gate International Exposition

Enio Laprovitera Da Motta
Teaching architecture and informal city in Recife (Brazil). 1959-1979

Carmen C. M. Tsui
Cottage Areas: Squatter Resettlement and the Making of Self-Built Communities in Post-war Hong Kong

Canan Erten and Duygu Yarimbas
Reemergence of Plural Urbanism in the Age of Immigration: the Case of Sulukule

Session 8 (11:15AM-1:00PM)

74. Planning Concept and Urban Design Theory (1)
Marco Amati
Whatever happened to biological thinking in urban planning?

Gisela B. Souza
Cultural Translation through Pedagogical Experiments: investigating the intermediate scale in the Southern Cone of Latin America at the turn of the 1980s

Cana Bilsel
Two Initiatives for the Planning of Izmir in the mid-Twentieth Century: Le Corbusier’s Proposal for a Green City (1948) and the International Planning Competition of 1951

José Geraldo Simões Jr. and Heliana Angotti Salgueiro
Crossing Histories; Brazilian Urbanists of São Paulo and their Transnational References

Session 9 (2:00PM-3:45PM)

75. Planning Concept and Urban Design Theory (2)
André T. Gimenez and Gisela B. Souza
Defining Urban Design in the Chilean context: the contributions of Munizaga

Karl F. Fischer
Windows Upon Planning History - Canberra

Tatsu Matsuda
Three models and its transition of city planning concept in Le Corbusier

Angelo Bertoni
Moroccan Town Planning discussed at the Colonial Exhibitions and Congresses: from national to international scene (1922-1931)